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BOOKS
G9739

PERFORMING RENAISSANCE MUSIC by Dennis Shrock The Renaissance era is one of the
most distinctive and revolutionary periods in music and art. In this remarkable book, noted scholar
and conductor Dennis Shrock draws from primary sources to document and explain authentic
performance practices of Renaissance era music – in many cases eye opening and rarely employed
today Insightful chapters cover topics including vocal and instrumental sound, tempo, articulation,
phrasing, ornamentation and expression. Like a restorer uncovering the original brilliance of he
ceiling of the Sistine Chapel, Shrock’s work reveals the rich and colorful nature of this wonderful
music as originally intended. Written in an accessible style for anyone who is an aficionado of
Renaissance music. A very enjoyable and understandable read! 299 pages

CD1036
RENAISSANCE REBORN companion CD to PERFORMING RENAISSANCE MUSIC by
Shrock Choral Masterworks- Given New Life, Incorporates musical examples and historical
examples from the book. Via Veritate Dennis Shrock, Director
Spanhove

THE FINISHING TOUCH OF ENSEMBLE PLAYING by Bart Spanhove A Flanders
recorder quartet guide for recorder players and teachers. Making music with others is a wonderful
activity, but not an easy one. To make the playing enjoyable for every member of the ensemble is
an art that demands dedication, insight, and when available, good instruction. The purpose of this
book is to help recorder players become better ensemble members. Written in response to requests
from both amateurs and professional Bart has set down his practical suggestions based on his
experience and fills a long-felt gap in the literature about our instrument. Also included is a very
interestin chapter by musicologist David lasocki entitles “A Short History of the Recorder
Ensemble. IN STOCK

966161661

EDLY’S MUSIC THEORY for PRACTICAL PEOPLE by Ed Roseman *revised and
expanded third edition* “This book is intended for anyone, teen to adult, who wants to learn
about what’s going on inside music. It starts at the very beginning by introducing the notes and
explaining basic terms. It then takes you through scale and chord building from simple to
advanced. It introduces you to standard song forms, improvisation, & ear-training. After reading
this book you will have a very solid grounding in melody and harmony…”I have tried to present
the material clearly, informally, and even with some sense of humor…Chapters 31-37 are new to
this Edition. I took the opportunity to go back over the rest of the book, clarifying the writing and
upgrading the graphics and diagrams.” Ed Roseman 192 pages A fantastic book –great reviews!

$39.95
NEW!!!

$16.95
NEW!!!

$30.00

$25.00

RECORDER & CD
UE37222

EASY JAZZ STUDIES FOR ALTO RECORDER Listen, learn, Play by Tilmann Dehnhard
Ten easy compositions providing the ideal entry point into Jazz. The pieces are based on chord
progressions of well-known standards. Articulation markings and phrasing help you get into the
Jazz style. The accompanying CD features multiple recordings at various tempos for each piece as
well as versions without the soloist. Acoustic guitar is the accompanying instrument. Included in
the preface is information on off-beat articulation, straight and swing eighths, ornamentation. For
ALTO RECORDER, Includes 18 page recorder part and CD. Intermediate to Advanced NEW!

UE38022

WORLD MUSIC – CELTIC for RECORDER plus CD & Piano Accompaniment. Eight easy
to intermediate play-alongs of well-known pieces from Ireland, Scotland, Wales, Cornwall and
Brittany. The CD features live recordings of the full arrangements which introduce the
characteristic sounds of Celtic music. Various tempos are provided on the play along tracks. The
preface has background information on the tunes and about the stylistic features of the music.
Includes: 8 page part for ALTO Recorder, and 8 page part for SOPRANO/TENOR Recorder,
piano score is 26 pages with an attractive glossy cover that holds the CD. NEW!

$21.50

$21.50

SOLOS
XYZ1013

DER FLUYTEN LUST-HOF Vol I by Jacob van Eyck ca. 1590-1657 First Complete Edition
Edited by Thiemo Wind “New Vellekoop Edition” It is thanks to Gerrit Vellekoop that this work
became generally accessible via his edition of 1957-58. Gerrit based his edition of Vol 1 on the
undated 3rd edition of ca 1655. This new edition follows the procedure of an Urtext-edition using
the Vol I’s from 1644, 1649 & 1655. It is the title page of the 1649 edition that states that the
musical text was ‘re-heard’ (van Eyck was blind) corrected and enlarged by the composer. This
volume I contains 58 pages of music and is half of the original Vol I. In addition the Preface
contains much background material, two pages from the original, and critical commentary on each
piece, easy- to- read type. For Soprano or Tenor Recorder, Intermediate to Advanced.
Beautiful cover: Shepherd Recorder Player (1621) by artist Hedrick Terbrugghen

XYZ1021

DER FLUYTEN LUST-HOF Vol II by Jacob van Eyck ca 1590-1657 This volume is the
second half of the “New Vellekoop Edition” Vol I edited by Thiemo Wind The original first
volume is so large it has been divided into two volumes. This 2nd half of volume I contains 43
pages of music and the Preface and critical commentary on each piece. Der Fluten Lust-Hof
translates as “The Flute’s Pleasure Garden”
For Soprano or Tenor Recorder, Intermediate to Advanced

XYZ1023

DER FLUYTEN LUST-HOF Vol. III by Jacob van Eyck ca 1590-1657 Edited by Thiemo Wind
This edition uses the second edition of Der Fluten Lust-Hof II, 1654 as its basis. It is clear from
the musical text that the composer was involved with this 2 nd edition: at several places corrections
were made, accidentals were changed and musical material was introduced which was not present
in the 1646 edition. This book contains 71 pages of music and the pages of the Preface, Facsimile
and critical commentary on each piece, easy-to-read type.
For Soprano or Tenor Recorder, Intermediate to Advanced
Beautiful cover: Portrait of Elisabeth Spiegel with recorder, 1639 by Dirch van Santvoort

XYZ1042

DER FLUYTEN LUST-HOF (The Flute’s Pleasure Garden) The Beginners’ Collection by
Jacob van Eyck (ca. 1590-1657) Edited by Thiemo Wind. The musical selections are based on
the New Vellekoop Editions. Because many of the tunes with variations are quite difficult and
may be off putting to less advanced players Thiemo has selected these relatively simple works,
which are complete compositions, to offering student recorder players an early introduction to van
Eyck’s art of variation. 32 pages with a beautiful cover – Frans Hals painting: Singing Boy with a
Recorder, 1637 Includes background notes on the composer and each selection
THE COMPLETE COUNTRY DANCE TUNES from PLAYFORD’S DANCING MASTER,
1651-1726 edited by Jeremy Barlow. This classic compendium of English country dance tunes.
The tunes were taken from many sources and demonstrate the richness and vitality of melody in
England in the late 17th and early 18th centuries. It provides a fund of musical material for
performers, whether folk musicians, dancers or baroque instrumentalists and for music teachers. It
is also an invaluable reference for anyone interested in the history of English music. 535 tunes,
historical introduction, tune and title indexes. 135 pages. Playable on Soprano Alto (up 8va), and
Tenor Recorders. Level is Intermediate.
IMPROVE GAMES FOR ONE (Classical) PLAYER by Jeffrey Agrell A Very Concise
Collection of Musical Games for One Classical Musician Designed to help you be more
expressive and musical in your music making. This book contains plenty of games to enliven and
enrich a player’s daily technical and musical practice. W ho should improvise? All instrumentalists
and vocalists. Everybody. No experience necessary!. Improvise at every opportunity. How: 1.
Open book 2. Get idea 3. Close book 4. Play and play and play.

0571507239

G7747

$18.99
Purchase
all three
volumes
& receive
a 10%
discount

$18.99

$18.99

$12.99

$22.25

$15.95

RECORDER & KEYBOARD
49045906

49045903
Same as above

GREENSLEEVES TO A GROUND by Anonymous NEWLY Edited, with Preface and
Teaching Notes by Kathryn Bennetts/Peter Bowman. This melody has remained popular since the
mid 16th century, first as a song of lost love, then used by Shakespeare in Merry Wives of Windsor ,
in 17th cen. America it was a dance tune and a song The New Year Now Away Has Fled, today it is
known as the Christmas carol What Child is This. It is a significant example of instrumental
ornamentation in England. This edition closely follows the 1706 publication by Walsh. There is a
new keyboard realization of the accompaniment. Includes: Keyboard score with background
notes and ALTO Recorder part. Playing level is Intermediate MP3 play-along available
separately
GREENSLEEVES TO A GROUND – For SOPRANO Recorder & Keyboard same
information as listed above except transposed to key of A minor NEW!

$13.95

$13.95

ED21788

SCHOTT RECORDER LIBRARY – The Finest Sonatas for Treble Recorder and Basso
continuo A selection of the loveliest works from the popular series “Original Music for Recorder”
published by Schott for over 50 years. Ten musically delightful Sonatas of various levels of
difficulty. Composers represented are: Diogenio Bigaglia, Giovanni Battista Bononcini, Nicolas
Chedeville, Gottfried Finger, Georg Friedrich Handel, Jean-Baptiste Loeillet, Benedetto Marcello,
Johann Christoph Pepusch, Georg Philipp Telemann, Antonio Vivaldi 44 page recorder part and
111 page keyboard part. Intermediate & Up

$22.99

DUETS
UE36746

CARLOS GARDEL - TANGO RECORDER DUETS arranged by Diego Collati for either two
alto recorders or alto & tenor recorders. The name Carlos Gardel is still inextricably linked with
tango music because of his numerous compositions, his charismatic voice and acting talents.
Gardel, as performer of his own works became one of the most important musical personalities of
the early 20th century. A legend far beyond his home of Argentina. Five tango – Melodia de
arrabal, Por una cabeza, El ida que me quieras, Mi Buenos Aires querido & Volver. Upper
Intermediate to advanced Well worth the effort ! Lots of fun! NEW!

P443

TWO ON THE COOL SIDE by Marg Hall For jazzy duets – Mississippi Hop, Rush Hour,
Blues fo Moira, Take Five and Six. These duets are similar to the “RazzJazz” series but a bit more
challenging. 9 page playing score for ALTO & TENOR RECORDERS Upper Intermediate NEW!

18.50

$13.00

P658

Ue34190

SWING LOW by Marg Hall Five jazzy duets for tenor and bass recorders. Marg says they were
written for players of bigger instruments who would like a challenge and a chance to “play the
tune”! Show and Tell, Ready to Go, Moon-boot Waltz, Only Joking, Swing and Slide
Play score with 11 pages NEW!!!

$13.00

CELTIC RECORDER DUETS arranged by Florian Brambock who says “The true secret of
Celtic Music lies in the emotion – it’s an instinctive kind of music. Melodies and lyrics are
inseparably linked and reach out to the soul of every listener.” It’s diverse with mysticism, catchy
tunes and accentuated dance rhythms. The Golden Jubilee, The Foggy Dew, My Bonnie Lies Over
the Ocean, John Riley, The Wild Rover, Tax Free Should Be All the Music, Danny Boy, Molly
Malone, The Old Triangle, The Great Silkie, Drink Your Mighty Lemonade, The Minstrel Boy,
Auld Lang Syne, Slievnamon, My Luv is Like a Red, Red Rose, Dance on the Shannon, Loch
Lomond.The arrangements are interesting for both lines with the melody passing between them.
Intermediate and Up 33 page playing score. For Two Sopranos or Tenors

$19.95

TRIOS
UE31481

RECORDER TRIOS a la carte arrange by Sylvia C. Rosin of Ensemble Dreiklang Berlin Three
popular songs of Spanish origin. 1. La Paloma (The Dove) by Sebastian de Yradier used by Bizet
in his opera Carmen. A melody known around the world. 2. Carmela is a traditional folk song
from Latin America. 3. Tango Op. 165 #2 by Isaac Albeniz This famous Tango comes from
Espana-Six Album Leaves. Very enjoyable music to play. These lovely trios are arranged for:
Soprano, Alto and Bass Recorders. Comes with score and parts. Intermediate and Up. NEW!

$18.95

P224

FIVE FINE SCHOTTISH SONGS by Marg Hall The 5 songs are: 1. O my love is like a red,
red, rose, 2. Duncan Gray, 3. A rosebud by my early walk, 4. Jock o’Hazeldean, 5. Charlie is my
darling
Arranged for trio: SAT Recorders, Score and Parts, Intermediate

$14.50

RAZJAZZ for THREE Three jazzy trios for recorders by Marg Hall.
The titles are 1. Bouncing Back 2. Under the Moon 3. Aril Fool. All eighth notes are to be
‘swung’. For Soprano, Alto and Tenor Recorders, includes score and parts, Level of difficulty
Is Intermediate

$12.00

P339

.

QUARTETS
PRM364

PRM412

PRM434

PRB B063

CHIEF O’NEILL’S FAVOURITE AND OTHER GREAT IRISH TUNES arranged by Marg
Hall Five tunes arranged for SATB Quartet: Chief O’Neill’s, Old Maids of Galway, The Silkedy
Scissory Happy Little Song, The Big Fairy Hill and the Little Fairy Hill, Gareth’s Wedding.
Composed for the Scottish Recorder Festival of 2010. Includes Score and SATB Recorder parts,
Level is Intermediate Fun music!
HAVA NAGILA: 4 JEWISH SONGS AND DANCES by Marg Hall
1. Nigun Atik “Ancient melody” has become known as a wedding dance, the couple stand in the
ceter while the guests dance in a circle round them 2. Oreintal Hora A traditional middle
European Klezmer tune 3. Mayim Mayim “Water, Water” is an Israeli folk tune with words taken
from Isaiah 12:3 “With joy you shall draw water from the springs of salvation” 4. Hava Nagila
“Let’s Rejoice” the best known tune of the four melody is from a Ukrainian folk-dance song.
Includes Score & SATB Recorder parts, Intermediate & Up
FOUR PLAYFORD DANCES arranged for SATB recorder quartet by Marg Hall
Marg Hall is one of the best arrangers for recorder there is. Here she has arranged four tunes
From Playford’s publication The English Dancing Master, 1651. The tunes: Dick’s Maggot,
Staines Morris, Confesse & Scotch Cap. Scotch Cap won the arranger’s competition at the Irish
Recorder & Viol Course in 1987, this is a 2011 revision. All parts are interesting, the melody
Passes between the four parts. Includes Score & SATB Recorder parts, Intermediate & Up
DANCES & AYRES by Georg P. Telemann arranged by Peter Seibert for Recorder Quartet.
Fourteen dance movements from Telemann’s orchestral suites. For SATB Recorder Quartet
Twenty-two page Score and Parts, Intermediate and Up Popular, a BEST SELLER!

$19.95

$17.95

$15.50

$25.00

CHRISTMAS / CHANUKAH
HL00191474

THE COMPLETE CHANUKAH SONGBOOK a unique collection of Chanukah songs from
many traditions. Featuring over 80 pieces in piano/vocal/guitar format. The contents include
songs from Jewish folk traditions, all the Chanukah standards and many new songs by today’s best
Jewish songwriters. A wonderful resources!
Vocal lines playable on Soprano, or Alto up 8va or Tenor recorders.

DE3

A BAROQUE CHRISTMAS, Duets arranged by Jonathan DeLoach 12 English Carols in a
Baroque style with help from Croft & Valentine. The carol is cleverly nestled in the middle of a
movement from Sonatas by the two composers. Includes: God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen, I Saw
Three Ships, Joy to the World, O Come All Ye Faithful, O Little Town of Bethlehem, The Holly and
the Ivy, What Child is This, We Wish You A Merry… and more. For Two Alto Recorders, 24 page
spiral bound playing score, Intermediate+

DE1

JOYEUX NOEL, Duets arranged by Jonathan DeLoach Twelve French Carols nestled into the
movements of Baroque Sonatas by Jean Baptiste Loeillet and Esprit Philippe Chedeville. Some of
the Carols are Angels We Have Heard on High, Bring a T orch, Jeannette, Isabella, Ding dong?
Merrily on High, He is Born the Holy Child, Masters in this Hall, Sing we now of Christmas, Whence
comes this rush of wings afar? and more.

In stock limited number of Marg Hall Christmas Arrangements for Recorder Trio SAT:
All come with score and parts
1. Six English Christmas Carols 2. 3 Christmas Spirituals 3. 3 Irish Carols 4. 3 Czech Carols
5. Christmas with a Swing! 6. The Three Kings
N4646

THE GREAT CHRISTMAS COLLECTION: TRIOS arranged and edited by Willibald Lutz for
various combinations of recorder trios. There are 70 European, English and American
carols arranged in order of the Christmas season: St. Nicholas, Advent, Songs of Mary,
the Shepherds, the Manger and Christmas Joy. Easy arrangements for various trio
combinations - SAT / SST /SAB / SSB / SAA Playing score, 58 pages

$39.95

$12.00

$12.00

Call for
prices

$24.00

DHP1115203-070

PRB CCS82

AWP0003

TR87

TR91

HAAS01

HAAS02

VHP1

JOY of CHRISTMAS for Recorder Quartet arranged by Bart Spanhove Five traditional carols:
Away in a Manger, Es ist ein Ros’ entrprunge, In dulci jubilo, Still, Still, Still, Silent Night
Easy to Intermediate arrangements for SATB or AATB. Includes score and parts (two parts are
included for the top line a soprano and an alto part).

SUITE No. 2 on EARLY CAROL TUNES and WASSAILS from the English Tradition
beautifully arranged by Peter Seibert. In the first part of the Suite the settings are based on
melodies from the Middle Ages or early Renaissance: Lullay-Als I lay on Yoolis Night, Verbum
caro factum est: In hoc anni circulo, Angelus ad Virginem, and Nova! Nova! The wassails
(convivial drinking songs associated with winter and Christmas) are set as a medley –
Gloucestershire, Yorkshire, Here We come a-Wassailing and Somerset Wassails. .For SATB
Recorder Quartet, Score & Parts, Intermediate and UP NEW!!!
CAROLS for RECORDERS or VIOLS compiled and arranged by Will Ayton Easy quartet
arrangements of 92 traditional carols from the 16th through the 20th centuries including some from
American Southern Harmony, Sacred Harp and Shaker traditions. Quartets-SATB Recorders, 87
page spiral bound playing score. Easy to Intermediate Enjoyable Christmas music-making for all
holiday functions and levels of recorder players.
CHRISTMAS LETTERS VOL. III by Will Ayton wonderful arrangements of lesser known
carols – Blessed Be that Maid Marie and Wexford Carol. Ayton keeps the carol in the soprano line
so it may be played or sung or both. The alto, tenor and bass lines provide lovely rich
accompaniment to the to the melody line. Before and between the verses there are beautiful
instrumental interludes for the lower three lines. Quartet: Soprano Alto, Tenor, Bass Recorders
Score with vocal and recorder parts also includes parts for tenor viols. Intermediate and Up
CHRISTMAS LETTERS VOL. IV by Will Ayton a wonderful arrangement of lesser known
carol – In the Bleak Midwinter & See Amid the Winter’s Snow. The carol is in the soprano line and
may be played or sung or both. The A, T,B lines provide lovely rich accompaniment to the to the
melody. Before and between the verses there are beautiful interludes for the lower three lines.
Quartet: Soprano Alto, Tenor, Bass Recorders Score & vocal and recorder parts, includes viol
parts. Intermediate & Up
CHRISTMAS LULLABIES arranged and compiled by Eric Haas Twenty beautiful Christmas
melodies from the 16th to the 19th century by composers Buxtehude, JS Bach, Mendelssohn, Grieg,
Berlioz and many more. For recorder quartet: Soprano, Alto, Tenor & Bass Recorders,
Includes two 33 page playing scores, , Intermediate & Up Also includes a page of short
background notes on each piece. Spiral bound so it lies flat on a stand.
CHRISTMAS PASTORALES arranged and compiled by Eric Haas Sixteen Lovely bucolic
settings from the 16th to the 19th century by composers Handel, Scarlatti, Haydn, Chedeville,
Buxtehude, Couperin, JS Bach and more.
For recorder quartet: Soprano, Alto, Tenor & Bass Recorders, Includes two 33 page playing
scores, and a page of short background notes on each piece. Spiral bound so it lies flat on a stand.
Intermediate & Up,
THE CHRISTMAS COLLECTION I arranged by Eric Haas for Recorder Quartet
Sixteen carols form the Renaissance, Baroque and 20 th Century such as Divinum Mysterium, I
Wonder As I Wander, In dulci Jubilo, Sans Day Carol/ Holly & the Ivy, Veni Emmanuel,
Wachet auf!, Greensleeves, Cradle Song/Awasy in a Manger and more.
For SATB Recorders, two spiral bound playing scores, 29 pages, Intermediate
THE CHRISTMAS COLLECTION ii arr. By Eric Hass 20 more Christmas selections from the
Renaissance and Baroque. Same format as book I Includes two spiral-bound playing scores

In stock limited number of Marg Hall Christmas Arrangements for Recorder Quartet: SATB
All come with score and parts
1. Wassail! 2. Three Spanish Carols 3. Three Polish Carols 4. Three Welsh Carols
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23.99

$20.00

$29.95

$11.50

$11.50

$20.00

$20.00

$20.00

$20.00
Call for
prices

